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Grain-size class redistribution of non-ferrous, precious metals and iron in copper-nickel ores tailings
from Norilsk industrial region was after artificial weathering investigated. Possible mechanisms of
metal redistribution were suggested.
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The process of non-ferrous and precious metals extracting from the tails is an essential reserve
for non-ferrous industry in old mining areas. Ecologically, development of technology is also
important. Solution to the problem is particularly urgent in reference to highly oxidized tails, as
metal extraction technology for them is quite undeveloped, and, besides, their ecological effect is
significant.
Current approaches to the problem of old tails are usually considered technologically and
ecologically. There are a great number of researches and practical works describing old tails as a
potential source of metal. In this case, the major scientific and engineering problem is the optimization
of reextraction methods. One of the latest researches in the field has been done by V.A. Chanturiya
and V. Ye. Vigdergauz. [1,2]. On the whole, available results show that a non-ferrous, precious metals
extraction rate reduces significantly due to the increase of weathering. The principal mechanisms
which affect technological properties are the following: oxidation of sulphide minerals surfaces,
formation of secondary mineral phases (which are normally slime with a low contrast of precious
metals distribution) and adverse movement in the composition of pulp liquid phase. In some cases,
when the increase of weathering is considerable, it is possible to extract metals – zinc, copper, nickel –
by using hydrometallurgical methods. It can be done only if sulphide matrix is nearly completely
decomposed and, thus, soluble forms of non-ferrous metals and a favorable composition of barren rock
generate.
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During the recent 10-15 years much attention has been paid to the ecological aspect in the old tails
research. The major studies have been carried out abroad, having been mainly based on the materials
from old mining areas in Europe and North America [3-7]. In Russia research in the field was done by
D.V. Makarov [8-9]. The research was mainly devoted to the problems of transformation of primary
minerals (both ore and non-metallic ones) into secondary mobile forms, which can be especially
dangerous for the environment. There have been developed a few methods in order to reduce the
ecological impact of oxidized tails. They include measures aimed at oxidation preventing or slowing
down and building up in drainage lines which transfer toxic mineralized waters. There are also designs
of geochemical barriers made of natural calcium carbonate for getting commercial products out of
drainage waters.
The problems of precious metals reextraction have been given much less consideration due to a
fewer number of such objects, which thus resulted in a fewer ecological problems and the less total
reextraction value. Besides, technically the objects are difficult to research. The most well-known
work, researching gold behavior in anthropogenic formations on the territory of Krasnoyarsk region
and Khakassia, were carried out by V.A. Makarov. Reextraction of platinum and platinum metals from
Norilsk industrial hub anthropogenic products were studied and described by a group of scientists,
Yu. V. Blagodatin and D. A. Dodin among them. The data concerning behavior and technological
properties of platinoids are quite important as the platinum extraction anthropogenic products within
Norilsk industrial area is expected to increase and reach 10% out of total output. In general, the research
results prove a particular complexity of the problem. Modern technologies make it possible to extract
free forms of precious metals of gravity size. However, the most common metal forms are unexposed
impregnation, isomorphic component of both ore and non-metallic metals, loose grains of micron
and submicron grade-size. Thus the simple methods cannot be used. Moreover, the process becomes
more complicated due to the presence of various secondary forms of non-ferrous metals in the tails.
Consequently, there is no universal method for simultaneous extraction of non-ferrous and precious
metals from old tails.
The solution to the problem can be found in terms of the approach, based on the mechanism of
ore material transformation when being weathered. The approach could use the mechanism in order to
control a hypergene process for the formation of material constitution, which could be used optimally
while reextracting valuable constituent from tails. We suppose that low efficiency of process solutions
to the problem is caused by the lack of knowledge about how precious metals are redistributed in
different phases during weathering and also about the correlation between the redistribution and phase
transformations of non-ferrous and rock-forming metals. Detailed analysis of the processes could
control their speed, choose conditions and a point of time, when characteristics of precious metals
distribution are optimal for their simultaneous extraction with non ferrous metals.
The most important process, which determines formation of technological properties of
weathered copper-nickel tails, is redistribution of platinum, platinum metals and gold within
different mineral phases and grain-size classes, caused by sulphide oxidation. The phenomenon is
described generally, considering the case of oxidation zones in sulphide deposits. However, specific
mechanisms, concerning raw materials from Norilsk industrial hub, are unknown. In order to study
the mechanisms, there have been conducted experiments with artificial weathering of anthropogenic
materials samples.
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The carried out research enabled to reveal a number of characteristics in the precious metals
density (fig 2). Thus, after weathering there is separation of platinum and palladium flows, platinum
behavior after the weathering of copper-nickel tails. It is determined that during weathering of sulphide
looses faster, being drawn to iron-oxide slime phases, whereas palladium tends to have the primary
minerals of copper nickel ores tails in Norilsk industrial hub, dispersive impregnation of precious
associations with iron and non-ferrous metals.
metals opens up at the speed which is higher than the one of sulphide matrix oxidation. Besides it is
followed by transition of platinum and palladium into slime with the grain-size of less than 0,044 mm
(Fig. 1). There have been found the association of opened up dispersive particles of precious metals
with secondary iron-oxide materials.
Concentration of non-ferrous metals (copper and iron) after weathering is situated in class – 0,044
mm, in which oxide phase dominate according to X-ray phase analysis and microscopic observation.
Furthermore, as Fig. 1 demonstrates, the growth of the metals can be seen in grain-size classes of
about 0.1 mm, which are typical of sulphide minerals, having been subjected to partial oxidation on
the surface. The most interesting observations can be done when comparing the behavior of precious
metals (platinum and palladium). While palladium is being redistributed similarly to iron (with the
growth both in slime and sand fraction of 0,1 mm), platinum contrariwise is transferring from the
materials into slime. Moreover, platinum redistribution from sand classes into slime is much more
considerable, than that of iron, copper and palladium and tails material as well generally: platinum
density of distribution grows by as 5 times as much as compared to initial density (Fig. 2). Thus, after
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interest for establishing the technology of precious metals extraction from old nickel-copper tails.
Separation of platinum and palladium flows, with platinum being loosed and separated from the bulk of
sulphides, gives interesting opportunities in developing combined schemes of anthropogenic material
processing on the territory of Norilsk industrial hub.
Conclusions
The redistribution of non-ferrous and precious metals in copper-nickel ores tailings after artificial
withering was investigated. Possible mechanisms of metal redistribution have been offered. On basis
of obtained data, processes mechanisms were suggested.
There were found essential distinctions in the behavior of platinum and palladium caused by
the difference in their forms occurring in primary sulphides. It should be noted, that redistribution
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of palladium (occurring mainly as isomorphic admixture in primary sulphides) after weathering is
simultaneous to the redistribution of iron and non-ferrous metals, which are associated with sulphide
and iron-oxide phases. In contrast to that, redistribution of platinum (occurring mainly as dispersive
impregnation in primary sulphides) goes at a higher speed; platinum accumulates in slime fractions in
association with iron-oxide secondary phases. It is assumed that accelerated platinum loosing can be
controlled by catalytic reactions on the surface of platinum impregnations.
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Особенности выветривания
сульфидных минералов медно-никелевых руд
В.И. Брагина,б,
И.И. Бакшееваа, М.Л. Свиридоваб
а
Сибирский федеральный университет,
Россия 660041 Красноярск, пр. Свободный, 79
б
Институт химии и химической технологии СО РАН
Россия 660049 Красноярск, ул. К. Маркса, 42
Исследовано перераспределение цветных, благородных металлов и железа по классам
крупности хвостов обогащения медно-никелевых руд Норильского промышленного района
при искусственном выветривании. Предложены возможные механизмы перераспределения
металлов.
Ключевые слова: техногенное сырье, Cu-Ni руды, цветные и благородные металлы, железо,
металлы платиновой группы, перераспределение металлов по классам крупности, механизмы
перераспределения.
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